Quoth Lite Paper
Quoth protocol will redefine the blockchain standards of today. Join us as the digital
revolution forever changes the concept of assets. Now is the time to be enlightened and
dive into the NFT ecosystem with Quoth as your guide.
Redefining NFT ownership through infrastructure, Quoth’s oracle API and SDKs enable
any wallet, marketplace or protocol to accurately search and list authenticated NFTs. Its
artificial intelligence is in the process of indexing every NFT in existence into a
comprehensive data set. The platform offers a Google-like NFT search by using
everyday semantics combined with machine learning. Instant oracles offer
authentication and suggested behavioral NFT buy lists. Furthermore, the platform offers
all-chain fractional bridging.

Quoth Utility

There will be three ways in which users can earn from Quoth. First, in the training
process of some AI elements, users will be able to participate in the neural net training
results feedback technology that will enable certain machine learning features to get the

data they require. This human input element will be rewarded in token. Next, the reward
for running on-chain oracles geared to serve the endpoints associated with our APIs.
Lastly, bridge staking will also be available and rewarded.
Token demand will be abundant as users require our access to APIs across chains.
Payments will be made in $QUOTH tokens. Other transactional demand volume will
come in the form of paying for bridging fees and staking to secure the bridge.

Use Cases
As we enter the authentication and search of NFT space, we must make sure the
demand for our product is robust not only in crypto, but outside of it as well.
Quoth will appeal to and beyond collectors verifying originality of NFTs on any
marketplace on any chain to prevent copies of other projects and authenticate
originality.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wallets and marketplaces verifying NFTs to ensure authenticity and originality.
Collectors get true market rates of NFTs rather than floor prices.
Marketplaces authenticating NFT projects for pre-listing to ensure authenticity.
Collectors bridging assets to all chains to gain access to deeper liquidity and
yields using popular defi protocols.
Platforms seeking to securely bridge NFT assets to other networks to access a
wider range of collectors.
Owners looking to maximize returns by fragmenting the original NFT into NFTs
on multiple chains.
Future use case as NFT licensing mechanism replacing traditional copyright with
a crypto native solution.
AI recommendation engine for NFT appraisals and similar for sale options algo.

AI Breakdown
Definition of the system components, i.e. individual software components that will need
to be introduced, such as blockchain module, OTC module, DEX, block explorer, wallet
client software, external APIs, SDKs, etc.

The server is built on a microservice architecture and includes the next
modules:
● API Service - the module is responsible for the interaction of the user interface
with the system. Provides a REST API. Interacts with the database and the Data
Validator service (by TCP protocol) as a provider of data validation through the
form.
● Data Validator Server - the module is responsible for processing data validation
requests. Designed with a modular approach to add new providers in the future.
Supports both automated providers and manual data processing.
● Payment Processor - the service is responsible for accepting payments. Built
with a modular approach for the ability to integrate additional payment providers,
including payment in cryptocurrency
● Data Publisher - the service provides functionality for sending data to the
blockchain and IPFS network.

AI Index will be used as a data validator. It will identify NFTs on blockchains and
pull the following data:
● Contract addresses
● All associated transactions, timestamps, price changes and originator information
● Links to the data, contained in the metadata
The data will then be processed and tagged by the AI, identifying the type of data
(image, video, audio, text etc.), as well as performing semantic image description
through image-to-text, sound-to-text, video-to-text services and creating a database,
ready for reverse image, video and audio searches.
The first iteration of the NFT indexing tool will be based on a pre-trained neural network
for Deep Learning-based image similarity, keyword-based search using ElasticSearch
and (if possible) similarity search based on a pre-trained text representation model
(such as USE or BERT, depending on performance).
The tool will be implemented using microservice architecture.
The development will be based on well-tested stack of ML libraries and tools (mostly
Python-based): TensorFlow/Keras for Deep Learning; Milvus for semantic index; SpaCy,
Gensim, NLTK for text processing; other libraries for data management and overall
orchestration.

Third Party Integrations
Providers like Infura or direct connection to the network via RPC, will be used to access
the blockchain network.
The IPFS network will be accessed via nft.storage and pinata.cloud.
It is assumed that Stripe will be used to process payments.

Tech Stack
The system components, excluding the AI index, do not involve processing complex
computational tasks. With this in mind, the system will be written in Node.js and built on
top of the Nest.js framework.
The AI index component will use AI cloud services from AWS.

Frontend Architecture
The main criteria for the front-end architecture:
●

SSR support for the correct formation of a response to requests (prerender in social
networks, indexing by search bots)

●

Modular architecture for easier integration of new networks, wallets and interfaces
in the future

●

Next.js will be used as a framework, which is based on React.js.

Smart Contracts Architecture
The token is based on the BSC BEP20 contract . The contract on the Binance network will be
expanded with additional functionality to enable the liquidation of the token when its
counterpart is released on the Ethereum side.
Additional information, such as font, background and the link to the image, will be supplied
by an additional contract to be able to preserve the original metadata unchanged, which
will store the link to additional metadata.
When transferring a token from one network to another, the link to the meta information
remains original and unchanged.

Network
The main criterion for building network interaction is to ensure a high level of system
availability, even at times of peak load. Considering that most of the functionality is the
delivery of existing content, and not the processing of sent data, the following format for
working with network is assumed:
●

Interaction goes through CloudFront (CF) as the main provider of caching and CDN

●

The first user request to the site generates an SSR, the result of which is cached at
the CF level

●

Primary data is requested through the Backend API. Data caching must be
implemented on the Backend API side.

●

Token metadata as well as its image must be obtained from the IPFS network. To
optimize access, it is also supposed to use CloudFlare IPFS Gateway

Data Publishing Process
Token Creation:
The system is a minter of tokens, however, the minting of tokens is carried out directly with
the ownership of the original user. Accordingly, Quoth is only a provider without the ability
to manage the minted token in the future. The meta information of the token, as well as
the image, must first be uploaded to the IPFS network. https://nft.storage/ will be used as a
gateway.
The data format should match the official ERC721 metadata standard.
The link to the meta information must be published when the token is issued.

Token Update:
To preserve the originality of the data, the token should not be reminted. An additional
contract will be used to make changes. Since the owner of the token is the end user, it is
he/she who can make changes. However, the contract will be built with the ability for the
user to provide only the signature of the changes to the Quoth system, and it will send the
changes to the contract itself, paying the commission with its account.

Data Publishing Process
Token Transfer to Ethereum
The token transfer includes three steps:
1.

Request for token transfer including the address, who is given the opportunity to
burn the token - the owner's transaction or the owner's transfer of the signature to
the system to be able to send the transaction from another account

2.

Minting the token on the Ethereum side

3.

Burning of the token on the Binance side from the address specified in clause 1.
With the provision of the address and token ID on the Ethereum side.

Token Transfer
1. The transfer of a token to another account can be carried out directly through
sending an end user transaction to the blockchain network and is not implemented
on the system side.

Text based Artificial Intelligence Overview
The basic AI technical specs of the Quoth data sets are as follows:
Process existing and new NFTs and index all textual content (text extracted from image or
video) based on AI/ML (Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning).
Classify existing and new quotes (millions) according to automatically discovered categories
(tags). The categories will be determined according to analysis of existing NFTs and quotes.
Provide originality (plagiarism) check for text of newly created NFT quotes vs. existing NFTs.

Scope and Implementation
The project will consist of the following functionality:
Component (with API endpoint) for processing of new NFTs, both created outside the
Quoth platform and newly accepted (minted) quotes. Text extraction from images or videos
will be implemented using 3rd-party service, such as Google Cloud vision API.
Component (API endpoint for Data Validator Service) for testing uniqueness and
categorization (tagging) of newly submitted quotes.
Specialized storage for text indices.

Component Relationship

Originality (Plagiarism) Detection
The originality detection component will perform two kinds of checks:
Literal compare: Two quotes will be regarded identical if they have coinciding punctuation
and spelling errors. Common spelling errors will be corrected automatically using ML
models trained on existing quotes and NFTs (their names and descriptions).
Paraphrase detection: Two quotes will be regarded identical if they have similar semantic
representation, up to the some threshold. The threshold and exact type of semantic
representation type will be optimized during the project implementation.
On later implementations, the results of manual ‘research reports’ will be used for further
optimization of the algorithm.
Note: the above checks will be unilingual (possible translation will be ignored). One
important use-case for this, the quote author may be able to mint several versions of
a quote, in different languages.

Tagging of quotes will be based on proprietary technology - Semantic Maps (a variant of
semantic-based topic model).
Below, the are two terms, the (target) dataset and the document collection are used
interchangeably to denote the analyzed collection of texts, such as collection of quotes or
NFT descriptions.

Quote Tagging
The tagging is based on the following steps:
●

Self-supervised training of custom language model (word embedding); in case of
small datasets (less than few gigabytes of text), some suitable large text dataset,
such as Wikipedia, is added to the target dataset.

●

Based on the language mode, semantic representation of each document in the
dataset is calculated.

●

Several clusters are found in the semantic space of the dataset to find distinct
‘islands of meaning.’

●

For the visual inspection of the dataset, a two-dimensional map of the document
collection is calculated; this map connects the topics, keywords, and documents.
Note: in the two-dimensional representation the topics only approximately
correspond to visual clusters (‘blobs of meaning’).

●

Optionally meaningful names can be manually inferred for the found clusters.

●

Finally, for longer documents, the last 4 steps are first performed for short (10-200
words) excerpts from original documents and then repeated to produce ‘document
classes.’

●

This approach enables to tag the document collection with minimal human labeling.
The resulting topics (usually, from several tens to several hundreds of topics are
found) are far easier to label than manual labeling the initial document collection.

●

In addition, the visual representation of text collection provides overview of the text
collection, relations between groups of text and helps to select most important tags
(document categories).

Currently, the main requirement of this approach is a sufficiently large collection of texts
with diverse contents. However, even for a small collection of texts it is possible to provide

tagging using topics calculated for a ‘gold’ document collection, such as Wikipedia for
general texts or PubMed for biomedical texts.

Text Extraction
●

Given very different fonts, languages and artistic effects used in the existing NFTs, it
is proposed to use existing cloud services for text extraction.

●
●

As a basic variant, Google vision API will be used (supports tens of languages,
handwritten text, and videos), but other bit players will be also examined, such as
OCR services from Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS.

●
●

After text extraction, texts in non-supported languages, texts with large number of
spell errors, and texts shorter than a threshold will be discarded.

●
●

On post-processing, spelling errors will be corrected.

A separate ML model will be implemented to check if image or video contains text.
According to preliminary analysis, only 20-40% of NFTs contain text, and such model
can save money on cloud text extraction (this is reasonable for millions of NFTs).
Representative dataset of already existing NFTs; presently, data 40K NFTs are already
downloaded from the Rarible API.
If available, datasets of already existing quotes; if not available, free quote dataset, such as
Wikiquote dump or BrainyQuote scrape will be used for the initial inputs of millions of
‘known’ quotes.
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Tokenomics
Our tokenomics were designed to withstand the demand of the utility while still
maintaining a certain degree of depth in the order books. Below you will find the general
outlay of the tokenomics. Do note, 25% of all tokens are locked in a strategic reserve fund
for 18 months and cannot be accessed till that time lock is over.

Use of Funds
With the funds raised by the campaign, the team will distribute the necessary allocations in
order for the business to operate properly as described below.

Basic Roadmap

As the world moves deeper and deeper into digitalization, non-fungible tokens are on
the rise. These assets, more commonly referred to as NFTs, are taking over the
metaverse. Today we see them represented as collections of apes, penguins, punks,
and piles of rocks. We see JPEGs replacing the common collectible trading cards, art
masterpieces captured through the computer, photographs backed by coding, and
sports highlights eternalized through internet GIFs. This is just the beginning though.
NFTs are evolving day in and day out. The potential of non-fungible tokens is limitless
and the cryptosphere borders are about to blur into the real world. It’s only a matter of
time. Already, we see these digital assets trickling into the gaming ecosystem,
redefining real estate, and securing domains. Close your eyes and just imagine the
possibilities. There is so much more in store for NFTs… all that is missing is the proper
protocol to organize, sift through, verify and protect each and every NFT that enters the
internet. A one stop shop that takes all NFTs and grants accessibility, ease, and
authenticity to users of all levels. One oracle that has the technology to categorize, to
display, to share, to search, and to bridge.
Years ahead of the trend, a brilliant team of crypto enthusiasts saw the potential of the
non-fungible token, at that point simply coined as a ‘digital asset.’ Having sunk their
wallets into crypto from the early days, the team foresaw the inevitable progression
towards digitalization of collectibles, art, documentation, and well beyond. In recognizing
such, what the team also saw was the potential for chaos, confusion, and counterfeit.

With that, they developed an idea that has been incubating, developing, and growing
into a tangible reality over the last five years.
To anyone who has purchased, created, traded, burned, or simply heard of an NFT,
we’d like to grab your attention for a moment and introduce Quoth, a protocol that will
redefine all that you thought you knew about NFTs.
So what is the platform exactly? A LOT. That’s right, it is everything you need as well as
all the aspects you never knew you needed when it comes to NFTs. The platform is
about to shake up the metaverse by pioneering a new level of NFT ownership. In fact,
we are the only interoperable NFT search query that has been developed to enable an
all-in-one oracle that verifies, mints and bridges NFTs across all chains.
The heart and soul of our platform is rooted in our extensive AI technology, carefully
curated by a team of experts that has been taking each and every NFT in existence and
cataloging them into one database. No, we’re not referring to a mess of images and
collection names. Our high level of indexing will include each piece of relevant coding
and metadata associated with all NFTs, carefully retrieving any information pertaining to
the asset’s origin, history, and beyond. With that will come an originality report, allowing
users to ensure their NFT is a verified original, not a fraud that's been copied, tweaked,
or simply slapped with a new hat and claimed as a punk. Our technology will be trained
to scan and recognize NFTs as they continue to roll in, pulling off all necessary data to
store within Quoth’s immense library of digital assets.
What makes our technology shine extends far beyond cataloging. Quoth’s protocol will
have the ability to search verified NFTs using real-world human language. As we
mentioned already, NFTs will permeate the real world in a matter of time which means
they must be accessible for every level of creator, collector, worker, or the like.
Imagine a Google search capability meeting Open Sea’s database of collections.
Whether you’re looking for a certain animal, a specific color, or a piece of text, Quoth
will allow you to complete searches with strings of words or jumbles of phrases,
presenting options that answer your search without the limitations of needing to know
collection names or individual artists.
Quoth is a protocol that will redefine the blockchain standards we see today. Join us as
the digital revolution explodes and forever changes our concept of assets. If you haven’t
been paying attention, now is the time to wake up and soar into the NFT ecosystem with
Quoth as your guide.

